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Barriers to Reporting Sexual Harassment

Given that the root causes of sexual harassment include power inequities and patterns of discrimination\(^1\), it makes sense that certain groups are more vulnerable to being targeted than others.

It also means that *reporting sexual harassment* can be harder, or lead to more complex consequences, for some people too.

Here are some examples of reporting barriers.

*In situations of harassment, the perpetrator is usually known to the victim.*

Acquaintances, friends, co-workers or colleagues are more likely to use tricks, verbal pressure, threats, negative consequences, or victim-blaming rhetoric (i.e. “You know you wanted this”; “If you tell about what happened here, you will be in trouble”) during episodes of sexual coercion and harassment\(^2\). This impacts a victim’s ability to resist or report what happened. He or she may blame him/herself, or feel responsible for the harassment.

*There can be repercussions to disclosing sexual harassment.*

Often, victims do not disclose sexual violence because they are embarrassed or do not want anyone to know\(^3\). Harassment survivors often worry that once they tell their story, everyone in the community, workplace or school will know\(^4\).

On the other hand, many fear (or find) their disclosures will not result in helpful outcomes. As was noted in the Ghomeshi case, one CBC employee “raised her concerns with a supervisor, but that the conversation went nowhere”\(^5\).

Last, those who experience sexual harassment – especially in work and school settings -- fear reprisal or retaliation from the harasser, colleagues or their employer.

*Many sexual harassment victims minimize or ignore their experiences for realistic reasons.*

In workplaces, both women and men can experience sexual harassment – but “women tend to be more vulnerable to it because they often hold lower-paying, lower-authority and lower-status jobs compared to men”\(^6\). For this reason, women can easily get trapped in situations where they feel they must endure harassment for the sake of keeping their job.
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Studies also show that different women deal with sexual harassment differently. This includes denying it, minimizing, or ignoring it completely. Some examples:

**Race and citizenship**
- The immigration status of women employed as Live-in Caregivers in Canada is connected to their employment: “some women report living like prisoners in their employers’ homes, having no friends, and being threatened that their employer will turn them in to the Immigration and Naturalization Service”\(^7\). These women often minimize or ignore workplace harassment out of necessity.
- A Canadian study found that Black women who faced racial harassment in their day to day lives, “found it difficult to separate sexual harassment in the workplace from sexual and racial harassment in society at large”\(^8\). For these women, sexual harassment at work or school was connected to racial discrimination in their day to day lives.

**Young women and women exposed to past sexualized violence**
- Sociologist Heather Hlavka analyzed forensic interviews conducted with 100 youths between the ages of three and 17 who may have been sexually assaulted in the past.
- She found that the young women experienced “forms of sexual violence in their everyday lives”\(^9\), yet learned to mislabel these episodes as normal, non-violent experiences.
- “They grab you, touch your butt and try to, like, touch you in the front, and run away,” a 13 year-old girl states in the study: “but it’s okay, I mean... I never think it’s a big thing because they do it to everyone”\(^10\).

These examples show how incidences of sexual harassment can be minimized by victims. This in turn leads to reporting barriers.

*Myths and misconceptions about sexual violence make it hard for survivors of sexual harassment to share their stories.*

Social misconceptions include the myth that innocent men are commonly accused of sexual violence, and women lie about it to get revenge\(^11\). These myths can create a climate in which sexual harassment is minimized and perpetrators are excused for their actions.
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\(^8\) Ibid, 97.
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